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ABSTRACT

We present a three-dimensional, time-dependent, MHD simulation of the short-term interaction

between a protoplanetary disk and the stellar corona in a T Tauri system. The simulation includes the

stellar magnetic field, self-consistent coronal heating and stellar wind acceleration, and a disk rotating

at sub-Keplerian velocity to induce accretion. We find that initially, as the system relaxes from the

assumed initial conditions, the inner part of the disk winds around and moves inward and close to the

star as expected. However, the self-consistent coronal heating and stellar wind acceleration build up

the original state after some time, significantly pushing the disk out beyond 10R?. After this initial

relaxation period, we do not find clear evidence of a strong, steady accretion flow funneled along coronal

field lines, but only weak, sporadic accretion. We produce synthetic coronal X-ray line emission light

curves which show flare-like increases that are not correlated with accretion events nor with heating

events. These variations in the line emission flux are the result of compression and expansion due to

disk-corona pressure variations. Vertical disk evaporation evolves above and below the disk. However,

the disk - stellar wind boundary stays quite stable, and any disk material that reaches the stellar wind

region is advected out by the stellar wind.

Keywords: stars: winds, outflows — protoplanetary disks — stars: magnetic field — magnetohydro-

dynamics (MHD) — methods: numerical

1. INTRODUCTION

The interaction between the inner parts of protoplan-

etary disks and the stellar magnetosphere plays a major

role in the overall angular momentum transfer in the

system, which controls the spin up of the star, and the

long-term disk stability. The theory of protoplanetary

disks traditionally accounts for an accretion of mass in

the inner parts of the disk, which is driven by turbu-

lence/viscosity instabilities. The mass accretion onto

the star takes angular momentum from the disk. Thus,

the loss of angular momentum requires a gain of an-

gular momentum in other parts of the disk in order

to conserve angular momentum and to keep the disk
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stable over an estimated lifetime of about 10 million

years (see review in Armitage 2020). The magnitude

or level of the turbulence in the disk is characterized

by a free parameter, α, (the “α-disk model”, Shakura

& Sunyaev 1973), which can have a magnitude over a

number of orders of magnitudes (10−5 − 10−1) and it is

still poorly constrained by observations. The physical

mechanism for the turbulence can be obtained from a

Hydrodynamic prescription, or Magnetohydrodynamic

(MHD) prescription (Magneto-rotational Instability or

MRI, Balbus & Hawley 1991).

In the quasi-static, long-term scenario, the innermost

part of the protoplanetary disk is expected to be trun-

cated by the stellar magnetosphere, so the disk material

accretes along the magnetospheric magnetic field lines

onto the star (e.g., Hussain 2012; Tessore et al. 2023).

This picture has allowed estimation of mass and angu-
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lar momentum transfer rates through the process, and

the long-term amount of disk accreting mass and stellar

spin up (Armitage 2020).

The ideal picture of a steady accretion through the

large magnetospheric loops has been revised in more re-

cent studies, which have looked into the opening of the

stellar magnetic field lines by the rotating disk. These

studies show a significant modification of the angular

momentum transfer between the disk and the stellar

corona compared to the picture of steady accretion along

the assumed dipolar stellar field lines (Agapitou & Pa-

paloizou 2000; Matt & Pudritz 2008; Zanni & Ferreira

2009; Bai 2017; Béthune et al. 2017; Pantolmos et al.

2020; Ireland et al. 2022).

The discussion above refers to the long-term, quasi-

static disk-corona interaction. The short-term interac-

tion in these regions may be much more dynamic, and

the picture of steady accretion may not hold. Specif-

ically, it is not clear how the significantly ionized disk

material can penetrate the closed magnetic field lines of

the stellar magnetosphere without a steady magnetic re-

connection in the disk-magnetosphere boundary. Since

magnetic reconnection is a small-scale effect, such a

steady reconnection over timescales of a full disk ro-

tation (hours to days) can only be maintained in an

idealized, unrealistic scenario.

The short-term dynamic interaction between the disk

and the stellar magnetosphere can drive a set of pro-

cesses, including magnetic reconnection (see recent re-

view by Pontin & Priest 2022), magnetic field line infla-

tion (e.g., Camenzind 1990), and propeller-driven out-

flows, on top of the disk wind and photoevaporation

from the disk at greater distances from the star (see re-

view by Romanova & Owocki 2015). These dynamic,

short-term processes bring the picture of steady disk ac-

cretion through magnetospheric field lines into question.

Instead, it seems more likely that disk accretion hap-

pens in an episodic manner (see review by Audard et al.

2014). This behavior has been demonstrated in a num-

ber of dynamic, multi-dimensional simulations (summa-

rized in Romanova & Owocki 2015) and also (e.g., Or-

lando et al. 2013; Colombo et al. 2019; Vorobyov et al.

2020; Zhu et al. 2020; Martel & Lesur 2022; Takasao

et al. 2022). It is therefore desirable to relate the

short-term disk-magnetosphere dynamics, which can be

probed by observations, to the parameters that describe

the long-term disk evolution, i.e., the average mass and

angular momentum loss rates.

Observations of disk-magnetosphere interaction in

Classical T Tauri Stars (CTTS) have shown temporal

variability of the order of days, with a non-stationary

accretion from the disk onto the magnetosphere and dif-

ferent sources of the variability (e.g., Bouvier et al. 2003;

Alencar et al. 2010, 2012; Cody et al. 2014; Guo et al.

2018; Dmitriev et al. 2023). Observational constraints

for the mass accretion rates in CTTS are highly uncer-

tain, generally spanning many orders of magnitudes in

the range of 10−11 − 10−7 M� yr−1 (see summary by

Bouvier 2017). Most of the above studies conclude that

the mass accretion rate falls somewhere in the middle of

that range, around 10−9 − 10−8 M� yr−1. It is impor-

tant to note that these estimates also rely on theoretical

relations between the accreting mass and the observed

luminosities of different lines, which depend, e.g., on an

assumed inner truncation radius of the disk. For ex-

ample, Rigliaco et al. (2012) and Alcalá et al. (2014)

assumed an inner radius of 5R? or less based on Johns-

Krull (2007). We note that it is possible that the disk

inner radius is greater than that, since these estimates

did not account for the stellar wind, but only the stellar

magnetic field strength (which by itself is uncertain). It

is also worth mentioning that the scatter of the observa-

tions around the derived scaling laws is typically quite

large.

Important aspects of the star-disk interaction prob-

lem are the properties of the stellar corona and stellar

wind. It is now known from our own Sun that magnetic

energy plays a significant role in heating the corona and

accelerating the wind. The particular way this energy is

dissipated into the plasma is not yet fully understood,

but it can be via either Alfvén wave dissipation, particle

resonance, or small-scale magnetic reconnection (or all

three, see e.g., Aschwanden 2005; Gombosi et al. 2018).

The “body” with which the disk interacts is therefore

not static, but is an energized body. The coronal plasma

is hot (several MK), the stellar wind is accelerated to

a few hundred km s−1, and the stellar magnetic field

is not potential as it is stretched and opened up by

the wind. To date, no numerical model for the disk-

magnetosphere interaction has accounted for the effect

of a self-consistent hot corona and accelerated stellar

wind. The magnetospheric plasma is typically specified

with some initial and boundary conditions, where a weak

thermally driven wind (Parker 1958) may develop due

to the buildup of a pressure gradient between the in-

ner boundary and the simulation domain (e.g., Matt &

Pudritz 2008; Takasao et al. 2022). It is therefore impor-

tant to account for the impact of the energized corona on

the “disk-corona interaction”, not “disk-magnetosphere

interaction”, where one should expect that the interac-

tion will release some of the stored energy.

Another aspect has been missing from disk-

magnetosphere models. The stellar wind in the regions

above and below the disk is super-Alfvénic. Thus, it is
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important to investigate how the sub-Alfvénic disk re-

gion interacts with this surrounding super-Alfvénic stel-

lar wind, and whether it can impact the development

of disk winds and disk photoevaporation. A main point

to make in this context is that in models which do not

have additional energy and momentum terms in their

equations, the initially energized Parker wind may be

suppressed by the interaction with the disk as well as by

the stellar potential field. This is due to the fact that

the steady state of these models represents a minimum

energy, relaxed state.

In this paper we explore the disk-corona interaction

using a three-dimensional, time-dependent MHD model

that includes the stellar corona, stellar wind, and a

marginally-stable Keplerian disk. The wind and corona

are continuously energized through the additional terms,

and the interaction with the disk is expected to be dif-

ferent to that seen in eaerlier studies. We describe the

model setup in Section 2, and present our results in Sec-

tion 3. We then discuss our finding in Section 4 and

draw our final conclusions in Section 5.

2. MODEL DESCRIPTION

2.1. Background Stellar Wind Model

Here, we use the Alfvén Wave Solar Model (AWSoM

van der Holst et al. 2014) to obtain the background stel-

lar corona and stellar wind solution. AWSoM solves the

three-dimensional non-ideal MHD equations, including

additional terms in the momentum and energy equa-

tions that account for the wind acceleration and coronal

heating, respectively. In addition, AWSoM accounts for

coronal thermodynamics, including electron heat con-

duction and radiative cooling. AWSoM can capture the

stellar chromosphere and transition region. However,

this requires a very small grid size near the inner bound-

ary, which makes the time step very small.

To overcome the issue of small time step, the

AWSoM-R (Sokolov et al. 2021) version was introduced.

AWSoM-R assumes that the magnetic field in between

the chromosphere and the low corona is potential and

the magnetic field lines are vertical to the surface. The

model uses a thread of one dimensional thermodynamic

models along selected field lines to cover the three-

dimensional domain in the chromosphere and transition

region (1-1.05R?), replacing the the three-dimensional

solution by AWSOM. This allows the AWSoM domain

to start at a slightly higher altitude above the transi-

tion region (the low corona), where the grid size can be

larger, and so does the timestep.

AWSoM is driven by the boundary condition of the

stellar magnetic field (magnetic field maps or “magne-

tograms”), which can be obtained observationally or

analytically. AWSoM has many advanced and versa-

tile options regarding the numerical schemes, controlling

∇·B, adaptive mesh refinement, time stepping, and im-

plicit/explicit options. We refer the reader to Powell

et al. (1999); Tóth et al. (2012); van der Holst et al.

(2014) for the model’s complete description and capa-

bilities.

AWSoM has been used to simulate the coronae and

winds of many solar analogs in the context of the space

environment of exoplanets (e.g., Cohen et al. 2011;

Alvarado-Gómez et al. 2016; Garraffo et al. 2016a, 2017;

Dong et al. 2018; Alvarado-Gómez et al. 2019) and stel-

lar evolution (e.g., Cohen & Drake 2014; Garraffo et al.

2016b, 2018). Here, we choose a Sun-like star, with

solar mass, radius and rotation period of 90 days (es-

sentially no rotation). The simulation is performed in

the frame of reference that is rotating with the star,

so the dynamics is driven by the Keplerian rotation of

the disk with respect to the stellar corona and stellar

wind. While classical T Tauri stars may have a rotation

period of 10 days or less, we expect that any dynam-

ics captured by our simulation would be enhanced with

an enhanced stellar rotation. In this initial study, we

use a 100 G dipole stellar field tilted by 45◦ to enhance

disk-magnetosphere interaction. A higher-order, com-

plex stellar (or solar) field can be easily implemented in

future studies, even though the complexity would prob-

ably make it harder to interpret the results.

We use a spherical grid stretched in the radius with

a smallest grid cell size of 0.02R? (angular resolution

of 0.07 degree in longitude and latitude) near the inner

boundary. We also refine the grid around the equatorial

plane to capture the thin disk, with about 6-10 grid cells

covering the disk in different regions. The grid structure

is shown in the top panels of Figure 1. Overall, the

simulations presented here are very expensive and time

consuming, with a total of 5.6 million grid cells in the

simulation.

In order to see whether this grid definition is suffi-

cient, we performed a simulation with double the num-

ber of grid cells across the disk. We found that the in-

creased resolution did not change the results much after

50 hours (the overall important trends were the same).

The time step, however, was much smaller and, with the

total number of cells being significantly larger, simula-

tions with the higher resolution would have been only

marginally feasible.

2.2. Disk Model

2.2.1. Initial Hydrostatic Disk

While AWSoM uses a Spherical grid, it uses Cartesian

terminology to describe a particular location on the grid.
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We adopt a spherical description for the disk with the

standard coordinate transformation of:

r =
√
x2 + y2 + z2 (1)

θ = cos−1
(
z
r

)
φ = tan−1

(
y
x

)
for radius, latitude, and longitude, respectively. We also

define the equatorial radius, Re =
√
x2 + y2.

For our initial disk, we choose a maximum disk tem-

perature of T0 = 500 K and we specify the decrease of

the disk temperature with the radius as T (Re) = T0/Re
(Armitage 2020). The Keplerian angular velocity is de-

fined as Ωk(r) =
√

2GM?/r3, with G being the gravita-

tional constant, and M? is the stellar mass. Similarly,

the sound speed is defined as Cs =
√
kT/mp, with k be-

ing the Boltzmann constant, and mp being the proton

mass. Using these definitions, we can calculate the disk

scale height, h = Cs/Ωk, which increases with radius.

Once the disk’s scale height is defined, it is used to de-

fine the hydrostatic profiles for the density and pressure

for the disk’s initial condition as follows:

ρ(Re, z) = 1
Re
ρ0 exp (−|z|/h) (2)

p(Re, z) = ρ(Re, z)C
2
s

In the radial direction, the disk equatorial density drops

from its maximum value as 1/Re, and it drops exponen-

tially with in the vertical (z) direction. The maximum

density, ρ0, is chosen to be 1013 [cm−3], based on values

used in previous simulations (e.g., Koldoba et al. 2002).

We choose an upper limit value so that the disk is heavy

enough to have some initial accretion.

The initial velocity in the disk is set to Keplerian, with

the exception of its inner parts (see Section 2.2.2 below).

In many previous simulations, the magnetic field inside

the disk is prescribed. However, our goal here is to cap-
ture the interaction of the disk with the surrounding

magnetic field of the stellar wind (see discussion in Sec-

tion 4.3). Therefore, we initially set the magnetic field

inside the disk to zero, and we let the disk’s magnetiza-

tion evolve with time as it interacts with the surrounding

stellar and wind magnetic fields (this happens quickly).

The additional terms associated with the Alfvén wave

heating are also set to zero in the initial disk. With

that, all the necessary MHD parameters are defined for

the disk’s initial condition.

Once the initial disk structure is defined, we overwrite

the coronal and stellar wind steady-state solution with

the disk solution in portions of the domain. In order

to avoid an arbitrary choice of the disk-magnetosphere

truncation radius, we overwrite the the steady-state

wind solution if the thermal pressure of the initial hydro-

static disk in some location is greater than the thermal

pressure in the steady-state stellar wind at that loca-

tion. This conditions provides a more consistent initial

location of the disk, and it also provides a more gradual

transition between the background stellar wind solution

and the new solutions with the imposed disk. Using

the total pressure instead of the thermal pressure as our

overwriting condition made almost no difference, since

the thermal pressure dominates the initial disk. The ini-

tial density and magnetic field are shown in the bottom

panels of Figure 1.

2.2.2. Sub-Keplerian Motion

Disk instability requires the introduction of some dif-

fusion/viscosity processes that reduce the Keplerian ve-

locity via turbulence or MRI. In the case of our global

model and the resolution used, these small-scale pro-

cesses cannot be captured in a self-consistent manner.

For example, MRI requires about 20 grid cells across

the disk in order to be captured (Hawley et al. 2013).

Our simulations only marginally have such resolution so

we do not expect to rely on a self-consistent viscosity.

Instead, we modify the Keplerian velocity by a factor, η,

which reduces the Keplerian velocity at the inner parts

of the disk. This factor is defined as

η(Re) = 1− 0.75 ∗ exp (−R2
e/102), (3)

with uφ(Re) = η(Re)uk, and uk(r) =
√

2GM?/r. Thus,

η causes the Keplerian velocity to decrease going in-

wards toward the star, resulting in the most signifi-

cant decrease inside Re = 10R?. This renders the disk

marginally unstable and provokes accretion.

2.3. Scope and Limitations of the Numerical Study

The goal of this global MHD study is to investigate

the large-scale interaction between the stellar corona and

the background stellar wind with the inner parts of the

disk over a timescale of about 100 hours. By defini-

tion, our simulation cannot resolve small-scale processes

of disk MHD dynamics which are studied in disk lo-

cal box simulations, such as magnetic field amplification

and the rise of self-consistent MRI and turbulence. The

main goals of our study are to investigate: 1) how does

the inclusion of self-consistent heating and acceleration

terms in the MHD equations affect disk accretion and

angular momentum transfer between the disk and the

stellar corona; 2) what is the nature of the boundary

between the disk and the super-Alfvénic stellar wind;

and 3) how does the disk affects the global structure of

the stellar field and the interplanetary field.

We run the simulation for 108 hours, which is slightly

longer than one Keplerian rotation at r = 10R? (the

vicinity of the inner disk edge). This time period is
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sufficient to capture the short-term disk-corona inter-

action features, such as magnetic winding by the disk,

and accretion episodes due to magnetic disconnection

- the large-scale change in magnetic topology, distin-

guished from the small-scale magnetic “reconnection”.

We also capture the mass and angular momentum loss

rate within our time frame (See Section 3.5).

The long-term interaction, which captures potential

periodicity in the accretion episodes, and the long-term,

evolutionary changes in mass and angular momentum

loss rates, requires the simulation of multiple Keplerian

rotations. Since our initial simulation is computation-

ally expensive, we choose to focus here on the short term

dynamics, and we leave the longer-term investigation for

future studies.

3. RESULTS

The initial behaviour of the disk-corona system is

characterized by a relaxation from the initial starting

conditions. These initial conditions by necessary expe-

dient do not represent a physically realistic state of the

system; i.e., they would not occur in a real star-disk

situation. However, we consider the initial behaviour

of the simulation still physically interesting and include

this phase in the presentation of the results below.

We consider the relaxation phase, during which mag-

netic field lines are wound by differential rotation, and

the disk gravitational infall begins to balance against

the coronal magnetic field and wind dynamic pressures,

to end approximately 25 hours into the simulation.

3.1. Global Structure of the Disk-corona Interaction

Region

Figure 2 illustrates the global structure of the simula-

tion at t=0h. The complete evolution of the simulation

for this display is provided as an animation. It shows

the inner part of the disk on an iso-surface for a num-

ber density of 1010 cm−3, along with selected magnetic

field line rods (left panel), and velocity streamlines (mid-

dle panel). The righ panel shows the equatorial plane

colored with temperature contours. The field lines and

streamlines are selected so that they cover large part of

the displayed region. It can be seen that the initial disk-

corona boundary, which is defined by the initial thermal

pressure of the disk, is not circular, but it has two “wing”

gaps due to the non-symmetric tilted stellar dipole field.

The global structure view shows a number of features.

First, the coronal magnetic field, which is initially zero

in the disk is being warped around by the rotational

motion of the disk. After one Keplerian rotation, the

field in the disk is almost purely azimuthal, and the ra-

dial stellar wind field is affected by this warping (see

Section 4.3 for a further discussion on the consequences

of this result). The second notable feature in the time-

evolution of the disk-corona interaction is the expansion

of the corona from the initial state, pushing the disk

boundary outward. Even though it is set by a pres-

sure condition, the initial disk-corona boundary is not

expected to be balanced, as noted earlier. Due to the

evolution of the additional momentum and energy terms

in the model, parts of the stellar corona, which are be-

ing overwritten by the initial disk, redevelop, pushing

the inner region of the initial disk away from the star.

This expansion of the disk-corona boundary converges

to a more steady location, which is quite far from the

star, at around 15− 20R?.

The density iso-surfaces in the left and middle panels

of Figure 2 are colored with the sign of the radial ve-

locity. Grey represents outwards motion of the plasma,

while black represents inward (accreting) motion. Our

simulation shows an initial warping of the inner parts of

the disk towards the star, leading to parts of the disk

to get closer to the stellar surface. However, after some

time, these closer parts of the disk are being pushed

away. We discuss this pattern and the overall disk ac-

cretion in Section 4.2.

3.2. Radial Pressure Balance between the Disk and the

Stellar Corona

Figure 3 shows the radial variation of the thermal,

dynamic, magnetic, and total pressure in the equato-

rial plane. The figure shows the different pressure com-

ponents at t=0h as a function of radius and for four

different longitudes: 0, 90, 180, and 270 degrees. The

complete evolution of the simulation for this display is

provided as an animation. It can be seen that initially

during the relaxation phase the total pressure is domi-

nated by the disk’s thermal pressure and by the disk’s

Keplerian dynamic pressure very close to the star. The

magnetic pressure in the disk is very low due to the ini-

tial setting of a zero magnetic field inside the disk. As

the simulation evolves, magnetic pressure builds up in-

side the disk due to the azimuthal winding of the field.

Additionally, the coronal magnetic, thermal, and dy-

namic pressures, which were overwritten by the initial

disk start to recover, pushing the disk away from the

star. The main result from Figure 3 is that in the inner

regions, where the stellar corona was replaced by the

initial disk, the corona recovers, pushing the disk away

beyond 10 R?.

3.3. Vertical Evolution of the Disk

Figure 4 shows the evolution of the disk’s vertical

structure at t=0h. The complete evolution of the sim-

ulation for this display is provided as an animation.
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It shows a vertical one dimensional extraction from

the disk center (z = 0) in to the stellar wind (up to

z = 30R?) in the Y-Z plane. The two extractions are

at r = 50R? (middle of the simulated disk), and at

r = 90R? (close to the outer edge of the simulation

domain). The line plots show the different components

of the pressure - thermal, dynamic, magnetic, and to-

tal. The plot for r = 50R? also shows the vertical (vz)

velocity, while the plot for r = 90R? also shows the

plasma β. Figure 4 also shows X-Z and Y-Z meridional

slices colored with the vertical velocity. Also shown is

the location of the Alfvén surface in solid white line.

The line plots in Figure 4 show a clear separation

between the disk and the stellar wind, represented by

plasma β > 1 inside the disk and plasma β < 1 in

outside of the disk. It is also represented by very low

vertical velocity inside the disk, and a dramatic change

to a very high (a few hundred km s−1) vz in the stel-

lar wind. This is because the overall radial stellar wind

having a vertical component due to the tilt of the stellar

dipole. Initially, the disk expands vertically but this ex-

pansion slows down at some point. The line plots show

that the vertical disk-wind (disk evaporation) evolves

at the boundary region between the disk and the stel-

lar wind, with velocities around 5 − 10 km s−1. The

meridional evolution does not show any indication that

the evaporating disk material strongly penetrates into

the stellar wind region. Instead, it appears that it is

advected outwards by the stellar wind. The total pres-

sure is dominated by the dynamic (Keplerian) pressure

in the disk, and by the dynamic and magnetic pressure

in the stellar wind (the two are comparable). The ther-

mal pressure seems to play a minor role inside the disk,

and no role in the stellar wind.

The meridional cut plots show that even when the

disk-wind boundary reaches an equilibrium state, the

boundary is not static, and we start to see Kelvin-

Helmholtz (KH) features, which are the result of the

two interacting flows. These features are advected out

by the stellar wind after they form. Despite the dynamic

interaction at the disk-stellar wind boundary, the disk

generally remains intact with a relatively stable vertical

structure, even when the tilted stellar dipolar corona is

rotating relative to the disk.

3.4. Synthetic Observables

AWSoM has the capability to calculate the synthetic

Extreme Ultraviolet (EUV) and X-ray emission from the

stellar corona in the form of EUV/X-ray images for a

given line-of-sight (LOS). These synthetic emissions are

designed to match the EUV/X-ray bands that are ob-

served by solar monitors (e.g., van der Holst et al. 2014).

The flux integral over the images corresponds to the to-

tal stellar EUV/X-ray flux at a given time, and the time

series of these integrated fluxes provide a light curve of

the EUV/X-ray emission, capturing the time variations

in these bands due to the disk-corona interaction. The

fact that for each snapshot of the simulation we can di-

rectly relate the state of the physical solution, and the

associated synthetic emission, enables us to relate par-

ticular trends in the EUV/X-ray to physical features,

such as accretion, heating, or compression episodes.

The top plot in Figure 5 shows the time series of the

synthetic emission of three EUV bands — 171, 193, and

304Å (SOHO EIT, Delaboudiniere et al. 1997), together

with the AlPoly X-ray band (Suzaku XRT, Koyama

et al. 2007; Golub et al. 2007). The fluxes of each band

are normalized to the initial fluxes at t = 0h. The time

series shows an initial increase in all bands which peaks

after 17 hours, which we consider part of the relaxation

phase of the simulation. There are two smaller peaks

at t = 50h and t = 78h, which are clearly seen in the

EUV bands (most visible in the 171Å band) but are less

discernible in the X-ray band.

The bottom three rows of Figure 5 show the physi-

cal solution during these times, as well as the associ-

ated images of the EUV 171Å and the X-ray emis-

sion. The left column shows an iso-surface of density

for n = 109 cm−3, colored with the sign of the radial

velocity — positive is grey (outflow), and negative is

black (inflow). The second column shows an iso-surface

of the radial velocity for a value of negative 30 km s−1

(inflow), colored with the temperature. At t=17h (the

first peak), inflowing material gets heated to over a mil-

lion K, resulting in a brightening in the EUV/X-ray im-

ages, and an overall increase in their fluxes. However,

this event is driven by the initial winding of the inner

part of the disk during relaxation, and not by an accre-

tion event. The two later peaks in the fluxes might be

attributed to moderate episodic heating of infalling ma-

terial. However, this is coronal material which is moving

inwards and is being heated due to a local compression

as a result of the disk-corona interaction.

3.5. Mass and Angular Momentum Transfer

In order to estimate mass and angular momentum

(AM) transfer in our simulation, we extract a number of

spherical shells from the region between the disk and the

stellar surface. Unlike some previous simulations (e.g.,

Takasao et al. 2022), we avoid estimating these param-

eters exactly at the inner boundary itself, since their

values may be affected by the rather complex bound-

ary conditions the model uses. To get a good coverage
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of the different loss rates at different locations, we esti-

mate these loss rate on sphere at r=2, 3, 5, and 7R?.

3.5.1. Mass Transfer

The mass loss rate through a sphere with a radius r

is given by the following integral over the sphere:

Ṁ =

∫
ρv · dA, (4)

where v · dA is the component normal to the surface,

and the integral is over a sphere of a particular radius

(the normal component in this case is simply vr).

The top-left panel of Figure 6 shows the integrated

mass-loss rate over the different spheres as a function

of simulated time. Negative values indicates an over-

all accretion through the sphere while a positive value

indicates an overall outward escape of mass. It shows

an initially strong event of accretion during the first 20

hours of the simulation through all spheres (weakest at

r=2R?). This initial accretion is associated with the re-

laxation phase and initial winding of the disk, leading

to a large amount of mass moving inwards with rates of

10−9 − 10−8 M� yr−1.

After about 30 hours, the mass-loss rates at r=5R?
and 7R? are set to about 1 − 2 · 10−9 M� yr−1, indi-

cating some constant accretion. The accretion rate is al-

most zero closer to the star, at r=2-3R?. A similar trend

is shown in the top-right panel, which shows the inte-

grated mass over the spheres. The integration is done

over the spheres multiplied by a small radial distance

of 0.05R? (the smallest grid size) to provide a volume

integral over the mass density, which results in a total

mass with units of grams. The total mass plot shows

an overall initial accumulation of mass over all spheres,

which then declines a bit to a more or less steady value,

which is higher than the initial mass on each sphere.

This can be explained by the combination of significant

mass that is added to the steady state when the disk is

superimposed, and the compression of the corona as a

result, leading to higher coronal densities.

The bottom of Figure 6 shows the integrated temper-

ature over the spheres (bottom-left), and the associated

EUV/X-ray emissions (bottom-right). In both plots,

there is an initial increase in the first 20 hours. This

increase is clearly associated with relaxation and the

compression of the corona by the initial winding of the

disk. The increase in density compresses the magnetic

field and its magnitude. As a result, the Alfvénic energy

(which depends on B2) increases and heats the plasma,

a heating that leads to an increase in the EUV/X-ray

emissions.

3.5.2. Angular Momentum Transfer

The angular momentum (AM) loss rate (i.e. torque)

is given by the integral over the sphere of the flux of

dynamic and magnetic AM. The two components are:

J̇dyn = R

∫
R

(ρvrvφ)dA, (5)

and

J̇mag = −R
∫
R

BrBφ
4π

dA, (6)

respectively, and the total torque is given by

τ = J̇dyn + J̇mag. (7)

Figure 7 shows the time evolution of the different

torque components on the different spheres. Positive

and negative values indicate an outward or inward trans-

port of AM, respectively. It can be seen that close to the

star, at r=2 and 3R?, the total torque is dominated by

the magnetic stresses, which lead to an inward transfer

of AM. Further out, at r=5R? and especially at 7R?, the

initial winding of the disk lead to a strong inward trans-

fer of AM, which is dominated by the mass flux and dy-

namic torque. However, after about 30h, the time evo-

lution of the AM at all radii is set to to a more moderate

inward AM transfer, dominated by the magnetic torque.

Temporal variations are more visible further from the

star (at r=7R?) due to the proximity to the disk-corona

interaction region. Overall, inward AM transfer is of

the order of 1036 g cm2 s−2, orders of magnitude larger

than the AML taken outward by the stellar wind, which

is of the order of 1029−1032 g cm2 s−2 (e.g., Matt et al.

2012; Cohen & Drake 2014)

4. DISCUSSION

4.1. Accretion Pattern Between the Disk and the Star

The general evolution of our simulation shows an ini-

tial winding of the disk close to the star after the disk is

superimposed. This is the relaxation part of the simula-

tion, but is interesting because to some extent it resem-

bles an accretion episode in terms of the mass accretion,

angular momentum transfer, coronal heating, and an in-

crease in the line emission. This initial relaxation stage

lasts for about 25 hours. As this initial stage completes,

the coronal parts which have been eliminated by the in-

sertion of the disk begin to recover, pushing the disk

away and reducing significantly the disk mass accretion.

The initial cold disk material is slowly pushed outwards

by the corona to a greater distance from the star, un-

til the disk-corona boundary is set beyond 10R?. This

evolution is shown in Figure 8 (as well as in Figure 2).

The main takeaway from these figures is that there

is no indication for any infalling material from the disk
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(black regions do not extend to the disk), and the ve-

locity streamlines that connect the disk and the inner

parts of the simulation only go outward. The left and

middle panel of Figure 2 show that the inward radial

motion (i.e., accretion), marked by the black region of

the density iso-surface is not extended all the way to

the disk, but it is associated with coronal material that

moves inward. Moreover, there is no strong evidence for

a continuous accretion from the disk along the coronal

loops or any field line.

Figure 6 shows the time evolution of the mass transfer,

temperature, and line emissions. Interestingly, the mass

and mass-loss plots do not provide much insight about

the source of the peaks at t=50, 78h in the emissions

plot. Moreover, the peak at t=50h is associated with a

decline in the temperature close to the star (r=2,3R?),

while the peak at t=78h is associated with an increase

in the temperature close to the star. It is likely that

these variations in the coronal synthetic emissions are

due to the change of the overall coronal structure as

viewed from the line-of-sight (LOS) of these images as

the corona and its tilted dipole field are rotating (and

the LOS remains fixed).

Our simulation does not show a clear connection be-

tween mass accretion events, and temporal coronal heat-

ing and increase in line emission, such as those observed

on the Sun in the EUV/UV bands during a failed CME

event (Reale et al. 2014; Innes et al. 2016). Neverthe-

less, our simulation clearly shows a temporal variation

in the coronal emission due to coronal compression as a

result of the disk-corona interaction. Thus, it is possi-

ble that observed temporal variations of the inner parts

of protoplanetary disks are driven by pressure/density

variations of the corona, and not by episodic mass ac-

cretion. This process is shown in Figure 9. When the

disk pushes inwards, the corona contracts and its den-

sity (and mass) increases, leading to an increase in the

coronal line emission. When the disk is pushed out-

wards, the coronal density and mass decrease, leading

to a decrease in its line emission. Specifically in our

model, plasma compression leads to compression of the

magnetic field and an increase in the field strength. As

a result, coronal heating increases from the increase in

magnetic energy, leading to an increase in the line emis-

sion. This effect may not be visible in a model that lacks

the magnetic-dependent coronal heating terms.

Overall, after sufficient time, the corona pushes the

disk away, without letting a significant amount of mass

to accrete. The time variations of the interaction

are controlled by the pressure balance variations, and

episodic magnetic disconnection events. However, in our

simulation, even the latter does not show a strong ac-

cretion associated with it in our simulation.

4.2. Comparing our Results with Previous Models and

Observations

A wealth of 2D simulations (e.g., Matt & Balick

2004; Matt & Pudritz 2008), and 2.5D simulations (e.g.,

Goodson et al. 1997; Zanni & Ferreira 2009; Bai 2017;

Béthune et al. 2017; Pantolmos et al. 2020; Ireland et al.

2022) (Colombo et al. 2019) investigated the transfer

of mass and angular momentum from the disk to the

star, and the different accretion patterns. A significant

fraction of the three-dimensional MHD studies of disk-

magnetosphere interaction in T Tauri systems was done

using a model that was initially presented in Koldoba

et al. (2002) and Romanova et al. (2002). The model

has been later used in a series of (2.5, and 3D) follow-

up simulations (e.g., Romanova et al. 2004; Long et al.

2005; Kulkarni & Romanova 2008; Long et al. 2012; Ro-

manova et al. 2019, 2021). This long-term investigation

obtained different features of the disk-magnetosphere

interaction, including accretion funnels (“tongues”) be-

tween the disk and the star, hot spots on the surface,

Rayleigh–Taylor (RH) and KH instability patterns, and

associated prediction for the observed variability of the

system. Recently, a three-dimensional model by Takasao

et al. (2022) demonstrated that the overall torque does

not depend on the stellar spin, in contrast to previous

studies. To conclude that, the authors distinguished the

different components of the single-fluid modeled plasma

(e.g., the disk gas, the stellar wind, the disk wind) by

calculating their specific entropies, and used this defi-

nition to separate the relative contribution of the mass

loss/accretion and torque. We argue that this method-

ology to separate between the different plasma compo-

nents in the model is uncertain, and that a multi-fluid

approach is needed to follow each of the different fluids

in a clear manner. In any case, we avoid adopting this

approach when analyzing our results.

All previous models for disk-magnetosphere interac-

tion did not include a self-consistent coronal heating and

stellar wind acceleration. At most, a Parker-like stellar

wind initial condition is used in the domain, and it is

maintained by maintaining high pressure at the inner

boundary. It is now known from solar wind observa-

tions that a pure Parker wind does not represent the

actual solar wind. Not only the fast solar wind requires

an additional source of acceleration to explain the ob-

served speed, there is an observed inverse relation be-

tween the freeze in solar wind electron temperature and

the solar wind speed, indicating an inverse relation be-

tween the temperature (and pressure) at the base of the
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solar wind streamline and the final solar wind speed (in-

verse to Parker’s model) (McComas et al. 2007). Re-

cent Parker Solar Probe have shown that this trend is

smeared out beyond 0.3 AU (Maksimovic et al. 2020).

Therefore, the approach of imposing a Parker solar wind

solution on top of a potential stellar field cannot obtain

a realistic solar, nor stellar wind. For example, Matt &

Balick (2004) show velocities of less than 600 km s−1,

consistent with solar wind simulations that have taken

a similar approach, which seems to lack the ability to

obtain fast solar wind of 800− 900 km s−1.

The setup of the model by Koldoba et al. (2002) (as

in all the simulations that used it) is even more simpli-

fied. It assumes an initially balanced corona-disk sys-

tem, which define the initial boundary between them.

The reference parameters are defined by the stellar mass,

radius, and magnetic field via the relations between the

Keplerian and the Alfvén velocities. Initially, the pres-

sure, density, and temperature have constant but differ-

ent values in the corona and the disk, respectively, and

then the simulation begin to evolve, assuming a relative

motion between the disk and the corona. It is important

to note that this model is nearly ideal MHD, where it

only accounts for the disk viscosity. It has no coronal

heating and wind acceleration terms, as well as thermo-

dynamics terms, which our model includes. Thus, while

capturing some MHD effects, the results of this model

cannot capturing any of the processes that are missing,

which seem to be important for the disk-corona interac-

tion.

Our simulation shows that the inclusion of the self-

consistent stellar corona and stellar wind reduce the disk

accretion as well as the transfer of angular momentum

between the disk and the star (as also shown by, e.g.,

Bai 2017). Overall, the inward transport of angular mo-

mentum is dominated by the magnetic torque, not the

dynamic one. After the initial superposition of the disk

on top of our coronal solution, the inclusion of the self-

consistent terms in our model lead to a rebuild of the

corona and the pushing of the disk outwards. Overall,

these terms lead to a pressure balance between the disk

and the corona, which is different from the one obtained

by the models that do not include them. Finally, since

our model includes the stellar wind solution, the inter-

action between the wind and the disk is well captured,

enabling to analyze the magnitude of the vertical disk

evaporation and the stability of the boundary between

the disk and the stellar wind (this was also investigated

recently by Cui & Bai 2021).

4.3. Non-vertical magnetic field in the disk and the

Growth of Azimuthal Field

One important feature that our simulation shows is a

clear non-vertical magnetic field in the disk. Traditional

views assume a dipole-like stellar field (top-left panel

of Figure 10), which extends towards large distances,

so that the assumed “background” magnetic field in a

small part of the disk is vertical. This initially verti-

cal field is assumed in many calculations/simulations of

magnetic dynamo and MRI growth in a small box of

the disk (e.g., Balbus & Hawley 1991; Armitage 2020),

as well as in global disk-magnetosphere simulations (e.g.,

Bai 2017; Béthune et al. 2017; Pantolmos et al. 2020).

In reality, the stellar wind stretches and opens up the

stellar field so the field is nearly radial in the interplan-

etary space, including the vicinity of the disk (top-right

panel of Figure 10). The same will apply to a tilted-

dipole stellar field (bottom panel of Figure 10). If the

disk winds up the field due to its Keplerian motion (as-

suming the disk is sufficiently ionized), then the disk

will have an azimuthal component as well. Our sim-

ulation shows this growth in azimuthal field (see Fig-

ure 11). However, this view predicts a radial/azimuthal

background field around the disk, where a strong ver-

tical field is less likely. While this field geometry still

allows for the growth of MRI, it may operate differently,

so the alternative background field geometry should be

considered.

5. SUMMARY & CONCLUSIONS

We present a three-dimensional simulation of the

short-term interaction of protoplanetary disk and the

stellar corona. Our simulation includes the disk, the

stellar magnetic field, and self-consistent coronal heat-

ing and stellar wind acceleration. Our main findings

are:

1. At the beginning of the simulation when the sys-
tem relaxes from its artificial initial conditions

(the first 25h), the inner part of the disk winds

around and moves very close to the star in what

seems to be a strong accretion. However, after

about 30h, the corona begin to build up its origi-

nal state. This pushes the disk out until the disk-

corona boundary is beyond 10R?.

2. A strong, steady disk accretion which is funneled

along coronal field lines is not clearly visible at

any stage of the simulation. Instead, very weak,

sporadic accretion is observed.

3. We produce synthetic line emission lightcurves

which show flare-like increases during the time of

the simulation. These flux increase events are not

correlated with accretion events nor with heat-

ing events. Our simulation points to variations in
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the line emission flux being the result of coronal

compression and extraction due to the disk-corona

pressure variations.

4. Disk-wind evolves above and below the disk. How-

ever, the disk - stellar wind boundary stays quite

stable, and any disk material that reaches the stel-

lar wind region is advected out by the stellar wind.

The simulation presented here is the first attempt to

simulate protoplanetary systems with AWSoM. Future

simulations may include the extention of the simulation

domain to greater distances, using an arbitrary stellar

magnetic field, the inclusion of a neutral fluid, and the

inclusion of ionization processes in the disk.
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Figure 1. Top: the grid structure in the simulation displayed on a sphere of r = 1.1R?, and on the z = 0, and x = 0 (top-left
only) slices. The full domain is shown on the top-left panel, while the top-middle, and top-right panels show a zoom-in view
at different levels, respectively. Bottom: the initial condition of the simulation. Bottom-left panel shows a three-dimensional
view of the z = 0 and y = 0 slices colored with number density contours, and selected magnetic field lines are shown in grey.
Bottom-middle and bottom-right panels show a similar display of the y = 0 and x = 0 slices, respectively.

Figure 2. The three-dimensional structure of the disk-corona inner region as seen from 30 degrees above the equator (similar
to Figure 1 left panels). The left panel shows a white iso-surface of n = 1010 cm−3, which represents the higher density region
of the disk. The two initial gaps in the iso-surface are due to the tilt of the stellar dipole field. The blue lines mark selected
magnetic field lines that cover the displayed region. The middle panel shows the same iso-surface with red-colored velocity
streamlines. In the right panel, we show the equatorial plane colored with contours of the temperature, where blue regions mark
the cold disk material and red regions mark the hot corona. These are sample snapshots for t = 0 (top panels) and t = 108h
(bottom panels). Similar figures for all time steps are available as an animation.
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Figure 3. Temporal evolution of the radial distribution of the different pressure components as a function of distance from
the star. The pressure components are the thermal, dynamic, magnetic and total pressure. Plots show the radial distribution
along extracted lines in the equatorial plane at four longitude: 0 (left column), 90 (second column), 180 (third column), and
270 (right column) degrees. These are sample snapshots for t = 0 (top panels) and t = 108h (bottom panels). Similar figures
for all time steps are available as an animation.
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Figure 4. Left and second columns: x = 0 and y = 0 meridional cuts colored with the vertical (ux) component of the velocity.
The solid white line represents location where the Alfvénic Mach number equals one. Third and right columns: vertical structure
of the simulation pressure as a function of height above the equatorial plane. The vertical lines are extracted at r = 50R? (third
panel) and r = 90R? (right panel). The pressure components are the thermal, dynamic, magnetic and total pressure. Also
shown are the value of the vertical component of the velocity (third panel) and the plasma β (right panel). This is a sample
snapshot at t = 0, similar figures for all time steps are available as an animation.
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Figure 5. Top panel: integrated fluxes of the synthetic EUV/X-ray images produced by the simulation as a function of time.
The fluxes are normalized to their individual initial fluxes at t=0 hours. Dashed lines mark the temporal peak increase in
the fluxes at t=17, 50, and 78 hours. Bottom three panels show the synthetic 171Å EUV and XRT images (two left columns,
respectively) during the time of the peak flux increase. The left panel shows an iso-surface similar to that in Figure 2. The
second column shows an iso-surface of vr = −30 km s−1, which represents an infalling material region, colored with contours
of the temperature. It shows some, but very little cold material accreting. The left two columns show the three-dimensional
structure close to the star during the the time of the EUV/X-ray flux increase and from the same viewing angle as the LOS of
the images in the two right columns.
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Figure 6. Integrated values on four spheres at r=2 (black), 3 (red), 5 (green), and 7 (blue) R? as a function of time. The plots
are for the mass-loss rate (top-left), integrated mass (top-right), temperature (bottom-left), and integrated synthetic emission
flux (bottom-right).
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Figure 7. The different components of the torque - dynamic (blue), magnetic (red), and total (black) as a function of time.
The tores are integrated over spheres at r=2R? (top-left), r=3R? (top-right), r=5R? (bottom-left), and r=7R? (bottom-right).
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Figure 8. Top: density iso-surface of n = 1010 cm−3 along with selected magnetic field lines shows the region close to the star
at t=40h (left), and t=100h (right). Bottom-left: iso-surface of n = 5 × 1010 cm−3 along with a z = 0 slice colored with the
radial velocity contours at t=100h. White lines represent selected velocity streamlines. Bottom-right: a zoom at the vicinity of
the star at t=100h shows selected coronal magnetic field lines in yellow, selected velocity streamlines in red, and an iso-surface
of vr = −30 km s−1.

Density compression magnetic compression heating Increased emission

Density expansion magnetic expansion cooling Decreased emission

Disk moves out

Disk moves in

Figure 9. Compression (top) and extraction (bottom) of the corona, and the impact on line emission is demonstrated by two
cartoons.
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Figure 10. Top-left: a pure stellar dipole field extends into the disk with a vertical field near the equator. Top-right: the
existance of a stellar wind stretches the magnetic field and open it up at the Alfvén point. Thus, the field near/inside the disk
is expected to be radial, not vertical. If it si affected by the disk rotation, it is azimuthal, but still not vertical. Bottom: if the
stellar dipole field is tilted, the field is still mostly radial.

Figure 11. Time evolution of the integrated different components of the magnetic field on the equatorial plane. Left: the
individual components of the field - radial (Br, solid black), vertical (Bθ, dashed black), azimuthal (Bφ, dotted black), and total
(solid red). Right: the ratio of the individual components.
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